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1) START

Being a hand winding watch you should wind it up completely the every time you use 

it  (Position 1) Unscrew the crown and in this position rotate. The crown will need to 

be wound manually 15 – 20 times to develop a sufficient power reserve to ensure the 

accuracy of the timepiece. take care not to over do it. As you wind it you will notice 

that the rotor becomes charged, stop when it becomes harder. Fully charged, the 

power reserve lasts approximately 48 hours. You will have to wind the watch every 

40 hours, to preserve the watch working well. 

2) SETTING OF THE TIME

Unscrew and pull out the crown smoothly (Position 2) and move the hands to the 

desire time. 

3) USING THE CHRONOGRAPH

To measure any kind of phenomenon, simply press the top right button (A) for the 

chronograph to start working, to stop it press the same button (A) once again. 

To return the chrono hand to zero, press the bottom button (B). If you measure more 

than a minute, you will see that the dragging counter minute at 3 o’clock will start to 

count them, going up to 30 minutes.

- Important: After any operation make sure to screw the crown back to normal 

position 1 perfectly straight and closed. If the crown is not perfectly closed and 

straight it might be possible that water could enter into the watch.



Setting Second Time Zone - Model: Vintage Pilot Chrono

1. (C) Centre dial indicates local time.

2. (D) Rotating bezel indicates the second time zone at home.

Example: When you wish to know the time in Madrid while you are staying in Hong 

Kong and current local time is 2:00 PM - Note that you need to know in advace how 

many hours difference are in between the two cities. In our example Hong Kong is + 

6 hours difference in summer time and + 7 hours in winter time difference to Madrid.

Therefore 2:00 PM in Hong Kong will be 7 AM in Madrid taking in cosideration the 

winter time difference.

*(D) Rotate bezel to position 7 AM hours (winter time)

Now both time zones local and home are set and you don’t have to change the 

position of the bezel while you are in Hong Kong, when the hour hand moves to 3 

PM Local time then the time in Madrid will be 8 AM and so on.

(D)  Second Time Zone at Home

Rotating Bezel

(C) Local Time Zone

*Rotate bezel +7 hours (winter time)

2:00 PM in Hong Kong will be 7 AM in Madrid


